Empower researchers to make critical decisions, enhance productivity and improve outcomes.

- Content from dozens of Elsevier’s authoritative, peer-reviewed reference works
- Thousands of articles that are continuously reviewed, updated as needed and then date stamped, as well as new articles that extend previous reference works or cover entirely new areas of research
- Intuitive subject hierarchies designed by each module’s expert editorial board that make it easy to navigate the subject area and locate articles on a specific topic
- Includes links to relevant journal articles and book chapters on ScienceDirect for additional information

Alleviate the intense time pressure under which your researchers suffer and put your researchers at the forefront of scientific discoveries. Give them visibility into the world’s research to realize their goals.

Interested in Reference Modules on ScienceDirect?
Librarians - Contact your Elsevier sales representative for details and flexible pricing options.
Researchers - Recommend to your library.

For more information, visit:
www.ReferenceModules.com
Reference Module in Food Science

Stimulate research and innovation at your institution by equipping users with the latest developments in the rapidly evolving field of Food Science.

“Food Science researchers nowadays are looking for the following features in the reference material they source — content from an authoritative and reliable source, current and topical material including real-life examples, and accessibility. The Elsevier Food Science Reference Module addresses all these key demands from the modern food scientist. First, the Module is published by the world’s leading technical content publisher with a proven track record in producing authoritative and reliable content. Second, material in the Module will be currency-checked, up-to-date, and topical; and all content will be overseen by editors who are leading experts in the food science field. Finally, material in the Module will be on-line and downloadable, and thereby easily accessible by researchers from anywhere in the world. The Elsevier Food Science Reference Module represents the next generation in publishing, sourcing and accessing reference material in food science.”

Geoffrey Smithers
Editor-in-Chief for Reference Module in Food Science
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

“Sometimes scientists tend to be very specialized in a particular area of the discipline and lose the overall contest. This module will help food scientists always have the entire perspective of the FOOD SCIENCE world.”

Valentina Trinetta
Subject Editor for Reference Module in Food Science
Ecolab, Eagan, USA

Provide the up-to-date information your researcher’s are looking for from 8 of our comprehensive Reference Works in one resource:

- Encyclopedia of Agriculture and Food Systems
- Encyclopedia of Meat Sciences, 2nd Edition
- Encyclopedia of Dairy Sciences, 2nd Edition
- Encyclopedia of Food Microbiology, 2nd Edition
- Encyclopedia of Food Safety
- Encyclopedia of Food and Health
- Encyclopedia of Grain Science, 2nd Edition
- Encyclopedia of Agricultural Science

Interested in Reference Modules on ScienceDirect?

Librarians - Contact your Elsevier sales representative for details and flexible pricing options.
Researchers - Recommend to your library.

For more information, visit:
www.ReferenceModules.com

ScienceDirect Get Started.